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The seasons and faces of Montana climbing

By Emily Stifler

Kate Rutherford on the stunning second pitch, vari-
ously called 5.8 up to 5.10a, of the Mountaineers’ Route 
(aka Original Route), Lost Horse Canyon. 
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A thin, slick face led to another rusty spinner. 
Past that, I jammed between fist-sized quartz crys-
tals sprouting from a crack, and bypassed the final 
offwidth, liebacking the right arete. Nate sat grin-
ning atop the bulbous tower, his disheveled blond 
hair sticking out in every direction. 

“That one’s a cult classic,” he said. 
A Big Sky ski patroller and an Alaska mountain 

guide, Nate is happiest in rowdy places like Galla-
tin Canyon or Utah’s Fisher Towers. He learned to 
climb in the Gallatin, and loves its varied, tricky 
nature. “You’re climbing a crack, and then you’re 
just way runout on face holds, using friction. It 
makes you feel like you’re in Middle Earth,” he says. 
“The rock is very beautiful.”

We scrambled onto Skyline (5.6) proper to gain 
another tower beside the ridge. Nate climbed out 
straight left on the final pitch of Never on Sunday 
(5.10-), disappearing out of earshot, 180 degrees 
around the formation. Across the canyon, beyond 
wooded hillsides, the June snowpack melted in the 
Spanish Peaks’ rugged alpine basins. Ten minutes 
later, I heard Nate above and behind me. He’d done 
a loop around, up and over the tower. 

<> <> <>
THE ROCK CLIMBING ON GALLATIN Canyon’s 
towers and buttresses is sometimes graceful and 
elegant, but the formations are also strewn with 
loose blocks, ancient ¼-inch bolts, stiff grades and 
airy, awkward cruxes. Between 2.5 and 4 billion 
years old, the terrain is some of the world’s oldest 
exposed rocks. The sparsely developed river canyon 
winds 60 miles south from Bozeman through Yel-
lowstone National Park. The Gallatin, and the ice 
climbing in nearby Hyalite Canyon, shape both the 
style and attitudes of Bozeman-area climbers. 

While Montana is scattered with climbing gems, 
its small population, long winters and access 
issues have kept the scene quiet and the climb-
ing areas uncrowded. The small community of 
dedicated climbers in this part of the Rockies is 
held here largely by a strong sense of place. The 
classic Montana climber tends to have a quiver of 
mountain skills and an independent streak. Prob-
ably best known for its ice and choss, Montana has 
quality rock routes as well.

As one Montana-bred alpinist, Jack Tackle, says, 
“From a diverse, low-key tradition came a litany of 
people who have done significant climbing all over 
the world.” The most famous in this proud lineage 
was the Missoula-born and Hyalite-trained Alex 
Lowe. Legendary for first ascents of Great Trango 
Tower’s NW Face, Pakistan; Rakekniven, Antarc-
tica; and Great Sail Peak, Baffin Island, Lowe also 
established many difficult climbs on his home turf. 
His route The Matriarch (5.10+ WI 7 X) in Hyalite 
is still unrepeated, while Winter Dance (now free at 
WI 6+ R M8), which he climbed with Jim Earl, and 
Come and Get It (M7), done on-sight, remain clas-
sic Hyalite testpieces. 

Historically, small climbing communities have 
built only an oral tradition of sharing routes, says 
Dougal McCarty, an energetic Montana climber 
from the 1970s and ’80s. While there are now guide-
books and published articles, a staunch do-not-pub-
lish ethic prevailed through the mid-’90s. 

partners. Oceans of sky filled up great river val-
leys, and the wide horizons made me lonely. But 
the mountains, with names like Absarokas, Cra-
zies, Snowies and Missions, enchanted me. 

In October 2007, before returning to Bozeman 
after a summer climbing in California and Colo-
rado, I drove northwest to the Bitterroot Mountains, 
50 miles from Missoula. I spent a day on the color-
ful, three-pitch granite cliffs in Lost Horse Canyon, 
doing mixed gear and sport routes with Ashley Wil-
liams, a graduate student in hydrology at the Uni-
versity of Montana in Missoula. That evening we met 
our friends Mikey Schaefer and Kate Rutherford, 
who were on a road trip from California. The creek 
rushed nearby as we set up camp next to van-sized 
boulders. I collected wood for a fire, Ashley went 
nuts with a hatchet on a rotten log she wanted to 
burn, and Kate and Mikey cooked black-bean tacos. 

A local climber and Access Fund coordinator, 
Steve Porcella, stopped by with the Montana-born 
ice climber and guidebook author Joe Josephson 
(aka Jojo). They egged Ashley on. Over beers, Por-
cella described the gravel quarry at the base of the 
Lost Horse cliffs that he worried would “gut and 
industrialize” the beautiful canyon and destroy 
climbing access. The current plan proposed 10-plus 
years of extraction. Jojo had recently published a 
guidebook to the area, hoping raised awareness 
would help rally climbers against the mine. 

After a public letter-writing campaign, the Forest 
Service backed down from its original 10-year pro-
posal. Yet operations have increased substantially, 
according to Jimmy Pinjuv, president of the Bitter-
root Climbers’ Coalition, who says, “Between the 
Forest Service and the Ravalli County Road Depart-
ment, more rock was extracted from the quarry in 

2009 than would have been extracted on an annual 
basis under the initial industrial proposal.” Clo-
sures, as well as noise and dust from heavy equip-
ment, have become more common, and to date the 
Forest Service has ignored climber requests for trail 
designations and legitimate access.

<> <> <>
THE FOLLOWING MORNING, the trailhead 
to Blodgett Canyon, two canyons north of Lost 
Horse on the eastern flanks of the Bitterroot 
range, was empty. Morning sun shone off the 
creek, tumbling fast and cold out of the moun-
tains. The air warmed as Ashley, Kate, Mikey and 
I hiked above the valley floor. Flathead Buttress, 
Shoshone and Nez Perce rose above us, white 
granite rearing 500 to 1,000 feet from the talus. 

We traversed a grassy ramp up to Flathead 
Buttress and walked the base until we found the 
start of My Mom’s Muscle Shirt (IV 5.10+), a Tom 
Ballard and Alex Lowe first free ascent. Ashley 
led up the initial hand crack to a large ledge. On 
pitch two, I pulled a juggy overhang and balanced 
up slab and fingers, slotting micro nuts. Thin 
crack systems and old aid routes split the face 
above us. These days new hard free routes are 
going up, with old aid walls being freed. As Ash-
ley hand traversed left to an airy crack, red and 
gold leaves fell to the valley floor. 

“There is still so much that is wild here, such a 
feeling of freedom,” says Ashley, who moved to Mon-
tana from Minnesota. “It comes at a cost, though. 
I’m far from my family, the economy is slower, and 
access to the mountains can be difficult.” 

At the crux of the sixth pitch, I jammed 
another hand crack past a roof and up a corner, 

sweated up the switchbacks on the east side of 
Gallatin Canyon toward the base of Skyline Ridge. 
A long, slender fin with a stepped six-pitch prow 
and sheer walls on either side, Skyline is the largest 
piece of rock among the gneiss crags of the river-
carved Gallatin, a half hour south of Bozeman. My 
friend Nate Opp started rambling.

“Did you know that Jimbo Humphries”—a 
mutual friend—“used to climb a lot? He did the first 
ascent of Death Route.” 

“That sounds like a good one,” I joked.
“He broke a hold and knocked Mindy Shulak, 

his belayer, out cold,” said Nate. With her inca-
pacitated and the belay device jammed down, 
Nate continued, Humphries could move no far-
ther. “He untied and soloed the rest of the 5.9+ 
moves, 120 feet off the deck, with a broken wrist.”

“We aren’t climbing that today, right?” I asked, 
still huffing.

“No. But Death Route has cleaned up. It’s a 
modern classic.” 

Instead, we climbed Ashes of Stone (5.9), offer-
ing runout crimpers to a crystal dike, roof and 
arete, all in one pitch. The route was named for 
the historic Mount Saint Helens eruption in 1980, 
some 500 miles away in Washington State. The 
first-ascent party, which included a recovered 
Shulak, brushed ashes from the holds. We walked 
around the fin of Skyline’s classic six-pitch 5.6 
namesake, to the 165-foot independent buttress 
of Hard Day’s Night (5.9). 

Nate moved quickly up the initial mellow face, 
then jammed and liebacked a steep crack onto 
the wall of a cavernous chimney. To exit, he 
climbed 15 feet above his last cam, and balanced 
right on a wild step over to the prow, before clip-
ping a rusted ¼-inch bolt. 

Following, I looked down at the Gallatin River, 
a mess of brown rapids far below us. The pink 
rock bulged, and I scanned blindly for holds, 
finally latching onto a slippery crimp. Slowly, I 
leaned right, then tiptoed across to unclip Nate’s 
runner from the old bolt. 

Later I would call Kim Keating, the route’s first 
ascensionist, asking permission to replace his old 
bolts. He said he stood on a tiny stance drilling that 
first ¼-inch split rivet for over an hour in 1981. “One 
of my toes was numb for three months afterward,” 
he said. “I must have pinched a nerve.” 

Pat Callis, a Montana State professor and early 
Montana climber, says, “I had no real idea of keep-
ing everything here a secret permanently–just while 
we were exploring the East Rosebud,” a valley in the 
Beartooth Range, two hours east of Bozeman. The 
ethos, he says, “gained a life of its own.”

In the 1970s, a group of hard-climbing, far-
reaching miscreants ruled the scene. The Dirty Sox 
Club caused a ruckus from Granite Peak, the state 
high point at 12,807 feet, to the massive crumbling 
walls in Glacier National Park in the northwest cor-
ner of the state. With a clubhouse in the Humbug 
Spires’ wooded hills, south of Butte, “The Benefi-
cent and Esteemed Order of El Rauncho Feeto” 
was descended from the honorable Wool Sox Club, 
a group of Montana’s climbing pioneers, including 
Callis and Jim Kanzler. Modeled after the Vulgar-
ians, a mischievous group of 1950s Gunks climbers, 
the Dirty Sox Club is still notorious for its antics, 
including an infamous bridge-blasting affair. Davey 
Vaughan, Dirty Sox co-founder, recalls the incident: 

“Hunters were vandalizing the cabin we had 
permission to use, and we decided to put an end 
to it” by blowing up a culvert on the cabin’s access 
road. “One of us had a blasting permit from the 
avalanche patrol at Bridger, so he bought a case 
of dynamite and some caps. We used way too 
much dynamite.” The blast knocked them both 
over from 100 yards away.

<> <> <>
ONE SATURDAY NIGHT SEVERAL years ago, 
eight of us climbed Gallatin Tower’s 300-foot 
Standard Route (5.8), on the Canyon’s west side. 
We packed brauts, charcoal and beverages, and lit 
the grill fixed on the summit. I dangled my feet 
off the edge and watched headlights wind down 
Route 191. The smell of hot dogs mixed into the 
night air. At 9:30, the waning moon glided above 
a ridge, lighting the hanging valley above the east-
side buttresses. No one mentioned it, but it was my 
first meeting with the Cotton Sox Club. 

This unofficial next generation of derelicts, 
gentlemen, scientists, cowboys, gamblers and 
mountain women who today form the Cotton Sox 
has established new routes in Montana, Wyoming, 
Yosemite, Alaska and internationally. In the Gall-
atin, a recent bolting conflict was illustrated on 
a bridge abutment. “GALLY ROOTS: BOLT ON 
LEAD,” read the first spray-paint proclamation. 
“WHERE DO YOU ASSHOLES GET OFF?” came 
a response. A subsequent route, hand-drilled on 
lead, was named The Writing on the Wall (5.11+ 
R). With the rest of the graffiti painted over, the 
bridge is now decorated with only a sexy, life-size 
charcoal drawing of a woman, naked except for a 
harness and rack, looking back over her shoulder.

<> <> <>
I FIRST SAW THE TREASURE STATE eight years 
ago, when I was driving from Colorado to the Bug-
aboos. It was August, and the mountain ranges, 
faraway islands of peaks, looked brown and small. 
Three years later, in 2005, I moved to Bozeman, 
seeking a town with community, mountains and 
cold weather. The scale in Montana was still slow 
to sink in, and I was slow to find steady climbing 
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Ashley Williams tries on My Mom’s Muscle Shirt (5.10+), Blodgett Canyon. Photo by Mikey Schaefer.
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out of Ashley’s sight. I liebacked and stemmed 
up a wide bulge, but balked when I saw the royal 
blue runner dangling from my last cam 15 feet 
down. I reversed to a rest, then wormed into the 
offwidth and snuck in another cam. 

Across the valley, north-facing evergreen forests 
were spackled with yellow larch. In spring, when 
ticks rain down from rocks and trees, and swarm 
up your ankles at belays, you don’t even want to be 
here, but fall is spectacular. Snow dusted glacially 
scoured bowls, and a granite arch on a ridgeline to 
the south gleamed in the sun.

<> <> <>
WINTER OF 2007-08 WAS MY FIRST full ice sea-
son, and in February, Lee Lazzara visited from 
Utah. Hoping to do California Ice, a route in the 
Beartooth Mountains, we drove to the remote 
East Rosebud trailhead to scout the climb. Wind 
cut across Rosebud Lake, and clouds lifted from 
steep 3,500-foot mountainsides. We hiked a flat 
mile around the reservoir and came to a frozen 
creek. Fifteen hundred feet up the gully loomed 
our objective, a brilliant blue swath of water ice.

As we admired the line, a man with wild curly 
gray hair and beard walked down the trail. 

“Good evening,” he said. “Looking to do 
some climbing?” 

We introduced ourselves, and Tom said he was 
scouting California Ice, too. He’d recently moved 

from the Adirondacks, New York, and settled in the 
first mountain range he hit on the way west. Near-
ing the car, we passed another hiker. Stan had just 
relocated from northern Wyoming to Billings, Mon-
tana, and was scouting rock routes higher in the val-
ley. He looked to be in his 40s, was soft-spoken and 
careful with his words. 

That night Lee and I went for burgers in Ros-
coe at the Grizzly Bar, 15 miles down a dirt road 
from the trailhead. During dinner, Stan and Tom 
materialized again, this time together. 

“Hi, guys,” Stan said and smiled. “Tom and 
I met on the trail and would like to do Califor-
nia Ice tomorrow, too. Would you mind?” We 
agreed, and planned to leave the trailhead an 
hour before they did. 

The following morning, we started in the 
dark. At the frozen creek, we turned uphill and 
thrashed over deadfall. Two headlamps flashed 
on the trail below us. Cliffs narrowed alongside 
the ice, so we attached crampons and soloed up 
the winding approach gully. 

I was kicking steps in the final snow slope 
when Stan appeared behind me. “You did well,” 
he said. “I barely caught you.” 

Who is this guy? I wondered. At the base of 
the route, we looked up at the glowing wall of ice 
between the dark granite cliffs. 

Tom joined us as we geared up. With his frosty 
beard and broad smile, he looked like Father Winter. 

His gear looked as old as I am. They racked up on 
the left side of the broad flow, and Tom led up the 
first pitch, strong and smooth. 

We started 200 feet right, struggling with hard, 
brittle ice. At the belay, I hid in my down coat, frigid. 
Lee battled pitch two, which was as wet as the previ-
ous one was brittle. As he led a steep groove, water 
dripped into the screws on his harness and froze 
there, making several of them impossible to place. 
When I followed to the large ledge atop the second 
pitch, Stan and Tom were rappelling from above, 
having climbed two more pitches to the top.

“We walked by your truck this morning, and your 
dome light was on,” Stan said. “If you want to rap 
with us now, we’ll jump your car if you need.”

Roscoe was the nearest town, and all we had 
in the truck were peanut butter and beer. We 
looked up at the last 300 feet of easier ground, 
then coiled our ropes to descend. On the hike 
down, I ran to keep up with Stan. He told stories 
of growing up in Missoula with Alex Lowe, and of 
their first leads in Blodgett. The Cody, Wyoming, 
ice legend Stan Price was the understated half of 
a dynamic duo from times past. 

<> <> <>
WHEN ALEX LOWE AND STAN PRICE were Mon-
tana State University freshmen in the winter of 
1977-78, they talked to Jack Tackle in a Bozeman 
climbing shop one afternoon. Tackle mentioned a 
recent attempt on a three-pitch route in Hyalite, 
Cleopatra’s Needle, which had a steep, intimidating 
second pitch that had stopped many others as well. 

Price had just two previous ice climbs under his 
belt, and Lowe only a few more, but they were game 
for an attempt. They skied into Hyalite at “a hard-
charging pace,” as Price recalls, “so as not to think 
about the climb until we stood in front of it.” They 
racked up with borrowed gear.

Just over halfway up the first pitch, Price placed 
his third and final piece, feeling strong. When he 
pulled onto a snow-covered ledge atop the pitch, the 
ice kicked back, and he was faced with a mantel. 

“Raking through the snow, first with one axe, 
then the other, I thought I found something reason-
able to pull on. It wasn’t ice but seemed OK, and I 
was ready to be done.” As he pulled through to get a 
crampon over the edge, both tools popped.

“It was so quick. I was below the last screw when 
I thought about hitting the ground.” Alex Lowe 
jumped downhill, but the impact pulled him back 
up through the snow to the ice. 

Falling 50 feet, Price whistled to a stop just a few 
feet from the ground, face-to-face with Lowe.

They bailed, and it wasn’t until 1980 that Cleo’s 
received its first ascent, by Jack Tackle and Pat Cal-
lis. Tackle climbed through the WI 5 crux on the 
second pitch, but fell after that, a 25-footer when his 
tools popped. He led it clean next go.

<> <> <>
THE DECADE’S FINAL ICE SEASON, late 2009, was 
my sixth winter in Montana. By nature of the scale 
and geography, people often live far apart, and I still 
feel isolated here. At times, the climbing boys’ club 
here epitomizes the nickname Man-tana, and I miss 
women friends from Yosemite and other mountain 

towns. Still, I have always been drawn back, and 
recently, more women climbers have moved here. 
In the winter, Hyalite brings everyone together.

Three years ago, with leadership from the South-
west Montana Climbers’ Coalition, this sometimes 
scattered community rallied together in a success-
ful battle to preserve Hyalite’s road access against 
seasonal closure. The road is now plowed all winter.

In mid-November, Pat Wolfe and I went to Flan-
ders, a chilly side drainage that freezes early. We 
parked by Whit Magro’s car and crossed the creek 
on slippery rocks. After a half hour, we looked up 
through the trees to the impressive freestanding 
Killer Pillar (WI 5), a Jack Tackle route. Next in 
view was the exquisite hanging drip The Big Sleep 
(5.9 WI 6). Sam and Whit Magro were visible on the 
rock between the approach ice and the main flow. 

“I bet Narcolepsy’s in,” said Pat. “Wanna 
check? It hasn’t formed in three years.” We 
walked another 10 minutes, crossing moose 
tracks sunk three feet into the snow. We could 
barely see the ice through the forest. 

“It looks thin,” I said.
We turned off the trail, and postholed across a 

creek and up a spruce- and fir-covered hillside. 
“Did you see how big those tracks were?” he 

asked. “I’d like to put in for a moose tag next fall.”
Raised in Bozeman, Pat is a blacksmith and a 

dedicated bowhunter. He’s climbed throughout the 
U.S. and in Patagonia, but couldn’t imagine living 
anywhere other than Montana. 

We skirted the base of the cliff and kicked out a 
snow platform near Narcolepsy (WI 5+). I stacked 
ropes, then settled in with two puffy coats. 

A sheet of ice, three feet wide and three inches 
thick, had begun to peel from the rock. Twenty 
feet up, Pat pounded a Spectre into a crack on the 
right, careful before committing to the steep flow. 
Finally, he stemmed off the rock and moved upward 
methodically, placing stubby screws and slotting 
nuts. Spindrift blew hard from above. He turned his 
head away and waited, then gunned through a rot-
ten bit, disappearing onto lower-angled ice.

My pitch was a rolling, three-foot wide rib-

bon in a U-shaped chimney. Spindrift contin-
ued, turning the world white, black and gray. At 
the top, I folded myself into a belay cave, and 
equalized an anchor of screws and a cam placed 
between curious smooth cobbles. 

<> <> <> 
THREE WEEKS LATER, AT 7 A.M., the main Hyalite 
trailhead was pitch-dark. It was 2 degrees F and 26 
climbers stomped around like nervous racehorses. 
Some already wore harnesses and crampons. The 
Hyalite Ice Breaker, a friendly competition in which 
locals and visiting pros team up to climb as many 
routes in a day as possible, was about to begin.

“Thirty seconds left,” yelled Joe Josephson, 
festival organizer.

My partner, Majka Burhardt, whose name I’d 
picked from a hat last night, leaned over and said, 
“My priorities are to be safe and have fun.” 

“Three, two, one, Go! See you back here 
at 4:00!”

We took off en masse, headlamps bobbing. 
Majka and I let the sprinters pass, and settled 
into a quick walk. 

“Good morning,” I said to someone walking 
next to me. He responded, and I knew by his 
voice it was the friendly local Adam Knoff. 

“We’re headed to The Dribbles,” he said. “How 
about you?”

“Unnamed Wall,” I said, referring to one of 
Hyalite’s most stacked crags. 

Guy Lacelle, Adam’s partner and one of the 
best and boldest ice climbers in the world, piped 
up in a charming French-Canadian accent, 
“Should be a great day up there. Maybe even 
sunny this morning.”

We bade them goodbye and turned off the 
main trail, headed for the creek crossing and the 
20-minute uphill stomp. 

For the Ice Breaker, each route is worth a 
certain number of points, based on difficulty, 
remoteness, and current condition. As a local, I 
had the job of tour guide. Majka’s job, as visiting 
pro, was to put the rope up. 
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Whit Magro trad and proud on Der Fruh Lowe (5.13a), 
Skyline Buttress, Gallatin Canyon. 

ABOVE: Whit Magro in spindrift conditions on The Big Sleep (WI 6), East Hyalite Canyon.  Photo by Sam Magro. 
FACING PAGE: Whit Magro on Der Fruh Lowe (5.13a R), Skyline Buttress, Gallatin Canyon. Photo by Kristoffer Erickson.

(continued on page 68)



We jumped straight on Magi-
cally Delicious (WI 3+ M4), then 
climbed pumpy ice on The Good-
Looking One (WI 5). Laughing and 
gossiping, we scurried around the 
cliff. A writer and longtime Colo-
rado climber, Majka was consider-
ing a move to Bozeman. While we 
climbed parallel Jeff Lowe routes 
alongside Whit Magro and Rusty 
Willis, a loud, rumbling crash 
echoed through the canyon. 

“What was that?” Whit asked. 
“Probably shots from ava-

lanche work at Bridger,” I joked. 
Bridger Bowl, a ski mountain, is 15 
miles away.

“That was strange,” Majka said. 

We finished up and boot-skied to 
the main trail, headed for The Drib-
bles (WI 4). Soon we saw a group of 
climbers walking toward us, Whit 
and Rusty with them. Adam Knoff 
had a black eye and blood on his 
cheek. Sam Magro and Josh Whar-
ton’s faces looked flushed and hollow. 

“Guy’s dead,” Whit said. 
“What?” I asked. 
“He was swept over Silken Falls 

in an avalanche,” Adam said. “I 
pulled him out. He died of trauma.”

“Are you OK?” I asked.
“No,” Adam said. “I mean physi-

cally, I’m fine.” He pointed to his 
face. “This is just from an ice chunk 
that fell off The Dribbles.”

We turned and walked with them, 
formulating a recovery plan: Call 
Search and Rescue and the Gallatin 
National Forest Avalanche Center, 
and get the other competitors and 
organizers down. Majka, Adam and 
I drove to cell service, and I asked 
Adam what happened. 

“We were having a great morn-
ing,” he said. “We’d already climbed 
Silken Falls and The Dribbles.” His 
voice wavered. “We knew there 
was a team above as we headed 
for The Climb Above Dribbles, but 
we thought they were climbing 
already. I was walking faster than 
Guy was, so I would stop and we’d 
talk. I stepped to the side of the 
gully, while Guy climbed a small 
WI 2 step. Suddenly, we heard a 
noise, and the team above us yelled, 
‘Avalanche!’ I screamed, but Guy 
couldn’t get out of the way.” 

We were quiet a minute.
“It doesn’t seem worth it,” I said. 
“You know what’s crazy?” Adam 

said. “When we climbed Silken 
Falls this morning, Guy wanted 
to go with one 70-meter rope, for 
speed. That meant we rappelled 
twice, and the second rap was off 
a tiny tree. Guy said, ‘You go first, 
and I’ll pull the backup. I’m the old 
guy. You’ve got a young son. I’ll test 
the anchors today.’”

In the evening Joe Josephson 
talked to a small group in the 
Emerson Theatre. He cried for his 
dear friend, speaking with hon-
esty about sadness, confusion and 
the need to support each other. He 
said the festival would continue, in 

Lacelle’s honor, but would be con-
fined to a safe area.

The following night, a larger audi-
ence watched Chris Alstrin’s new 
movie, part of which takes place in 
Norway and highlights Guy free solo-
ing a massive curtain of brittle WI 6, 
in a blizzard. Later, Guy wears a neon 
pink wig and pretends he’s Audrey 
Gariepy, a partner from the trip. 

Compelled by the film, Adam 
Knoff walked onto the stage and told 
his story. A baby cried once in the 
back of the theatre, and I wondered 
if it was his 11-month-old son. Adam 
talked about the camaraderie of 
climbing, the incredible feelings it 
creates, and of Lacelle’s passion. He 
said climbing is worth it. 

I lingered after the movie to 
enjoy the company around the 
keg. Watching friends mingle, I 
saw visiting climbers welcomed in 
Bozeman, and a local community 
that was calm and strong in grief. 
Guy wasn’t from Montana, but he 
climbed his last day here. That 
night we shared a collective sad-
ness, a remembrance of an inspiring 
man’s life, and a need to celebrate 
climbing itself. I felt connected to 
things extending far beyond me: to 
rock, ice and mountains, and to a 
community that may be dispersed, 
but draws together when it matters. 

Emily Stifler is a climber, ski 
patroller and writer based in 
Bozeman. She is a member of 
the Cotton Sox Club, which is 
recruiting women.

Whit Magro working out on the delicate moves of Rusty Nail (5.12a), 
Gallatin Canyon. Photo by Sam Magro

Logistics
SEASONS4You can climb Gallatin Canyon and Blodgett Canyon rock from May 
to September. Hyalite and East Rosebud ice season is December to March. It can 
snow in June. And sometimes we rock climb in February. Come prepared.

RESOURCES4Guidebooks are Bozeman Rock Climbs by Bill Dockins and Tom 
Kalakay, Winter Dance by Joe Josephson, Rock Climbing Montana by Randall 
Green, Lost Horse Canyon by Joe Josephson and Rock Climbs of Southwest Mon-
tana by Kyle Vassilopoulos. See montanaice.com for local info and forum with 
current ice conditions.

CAMPING4All areas mentioned are on or near Forest Service land, with extensive 
free camping. The Bozeman Backpacker’s Hostel offers affordable winter warmth.

SHOPS AND GYMS4The Bozeman gym is the Spire Climbing Center. For gear, 
visit Barrel Mountaineering and Northern Lights, both in Bozeman, and the REI 
shops in Bozeman and Missoula.

RESTAURANTS4In Bozeman, visit The Garage for awesome buffalo burgers 
and homemade soups, and Wild Joes Coffee in the morning. Stop in to Stacey’s 
Old Faithful Bar and Steakhouse, the classic cowboy bar in Gallatin Gateway; 
and the Grizzly Bar and Restaurant in Roscoe, near the Beartooths. Near Blodgett 
and Lost Horse, see Bradley O’s Steakhouse and Saloon for elk and buffalo burg-
ers, and the Bitter Root Brewery for  homegrown brews, great food, and live 
music. Both are in Hamilton.

REST DAYS4Check out Norris Hot Springs, 40 miles from Bozeman; Jerry 
Johnson Hot Springs and Weir Creek Hot Springs, 65 miles from Missoula; Yel-
lowstone National Park; and the excellent Bozeman Public Library, with a nice 
atmosphere and free internet.

Distributed in North America by Liberty Mountain
www.libertymountainclimbing.com

For a dealer near you call 1-888.90.CLIMB
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DONE LUBIN, LONG CANYON, UTAH

(continued from page 65)
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